Research at the Department of Ophthalmology, Copenhagen University Hospital Roskilde and the Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Copenhagen Denmark

The Department of Ophthalmology has a research unit, currently consisting of 3 ph.d.-students, 1 graduate student, and 2 research nurses, which is headed by Clinical Associate Research Professor Torben Lykke Sørensen, MD DMSc.

Research focus

Our research covers both immunological studies of age-related macular degeneration, but also more clinical studies involving questionnaires, symptoms such as the Charles Bonnet Syndrome, evaluation of treatment results, and other aspects of disease pathogenesis (inflammation, exercise, depression). We also study the effect of gastric bypass surgery and the development of diabetic retinopathy.

We participate in international multi-centre randomized clinical trials.

Other than the above mentioned projects, smaller studies dealing with different diseases and imaging techniques are currently ongoing.
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